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L'Escape Hotel showcases products embracing its exclusive style.
Experience works of renowned designer that will spice up your daily life.

You can purchase beauty, lifestyle and pet products at the Secret Bar.
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OSTRICH FEATHER PEN 
70,000

The most well-known item among 
the Maison Margiela objects. When 
you write something with this pen, 
the delicate ostrich feather dance 
elegantly. Ostrich feather pens are 
available both in white and black. 
 

WHITE RUSSIAN DOLL
250,000

Maison Margiela showcases White 
Russian Doll, a contemporary 
version of the Russian traditional doll 
‘Matryoshka’. Hand-made in Russia, 
a set of this item is comprised of 9 
dolls, finding smaller dolls nested 
within the next doll.

EMBROIDERED CLOCK
170,000

Maison Margiela turns white cotton 
canvas into a clock. All the numbers 
in the clock is embroidered in 
white thread, adding elegant notes. 
Measuring H 20cm x W 20cm x D 
5cm, Embroidered Clock can be 
placed on the table or hung to the 
wall, too.  

MAGNET
20,000

For those who want to decorate 
their refrigerator in a special way, 
Maison Margiela showcases Magnet 
Set of 7 in black and white. Magnets 
representing iconic Margiela images 
include champagne cork, open mouth 
and more. 

COTTON NOTEBOOK
170,000

Made of starched cotton canvas, 
Cotton Notebook has the beautifully 
embroidered Margiela’s logo at the 
center of the cover. You can write 
and draw without fear of ink stains. 
Having the total of 30 pages, the 
notebook is measured W 25.5cm X 
H 18.5cm. 

MAGNIFYING GLASS
100,000

Maison Margiela’s object collection 
is all about ‘elegance’ and ‘creativity’. 
Margiela turns simple glasses into an 
elegant magnifying glass. You can 
feel the air of dignity by just placing 
this item on your desk.  

MAISON MARGIELA

MAISON MARGIELA

LIFESTYLE CATEGORY

Maison Margiela
Nomess Copenhagen
Hay
L’ATELIER d’exercices
Vitra
Toilet Paper
&Klevering
Hibi
Midori
Be@rbrick
Doiy
Preiser
Lomography
Luckies
Hacomo
Poo–Pourri
Murchison–Hume
Kiya
Ovis
The Laundress
L’Escape
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KEY RING ADDRESS BOOK 
60,000

Maison Margiela suggests the most 
compact and stylish way to keep 
your keys and address book in your 
pocket. You will fall in love with Key 
Ring Address Book at first sight. The 
branded leather cover has a metal 
stud that allows 10 double-sided 
address cards to fan out for access.

TRAVELLING POUCH
35,000 

When you pack for a trip, there is a 
piece of clothing you especially care 
about. Inspired by an envelope, this 
travel pouch is designed to protect 
delicate clothing. This oversized 
cotton envelope makes your trip more 
joyful. 

MAISON MARGIELA

BOOKMARK 2PCS   
10,000

Aesthetically and practically 
speaking, This is a keeper. Thanks to 
the measurement marks, you can use 
this item as a bookmark and a ruler, 
too. As its name implies, Nomess 
Copenhagen embraces pragmatism 
while designing its products. The thin 
aluminium leaves no mark on your 
books. 

TRAVEL ADAPTER
45,000

Travel Adapter will lighten 
your suitcase. You can use this 
multifunctional adapter in US, Europe 
and UK. Thanks to the USB port, you 
are also able to charge your mobile 
phone, too.

MESH BAG
35,000

Mesh Bag trio will become your 
best travel companions. Ease your 
concerns about vulnerable cloths 
to stains while traveling. This item 
is available in three sizes of Small: 
W16cm x D24cm, Medium: W25cm x 
D35cm, Large: W36cm x D40cm.

NOMESS COPENHAGEN

LUGGAGE BELT
45,000 

This luggage belt will keep your 
baggage safe while traveling. This 
item is expandable from 66cm up to 
108cm and has simply design which 
goes well with any bags or baggage. 
Certified by Transportation Security 
Administration, you may use this item 
in the US with no worries. 

LUGGAGE SCALE
45,000

No longer scratch your head over 
the weight of your baggage with this 
portable luggage scale. The weight 
will appear in kilograms or pounds. 
From the moment you get this item, 
there is no such a thing as annoying 
additional baggage costs at the 
airport.  

NOMESS COPENHAGEN

WOODEN RULER CUBE PAINTED 
14,000

A ruler faithful functioning of 
measuring length is not interesting 
enough to draw our attention. This 
30cm ruler is special in terms of 
its cube-shaped design and eye-
catching color. 

EDGE NOTEBOOK  
18,000
 
Edge Notebook has a gold or silver 
detail on the edges. Writing things 
down is a good idea to organize your 
thoughts. You might be worried about 
which of the four attractive colors to 
choose. Green / Midnight Blue / Soft 
Pink / Yellow.

HAY

PAPER CUBE - BLUE / RED 
32,000

Sometimes, the type or design of your 
memo pad determines your moods. 
The cube-shaped memo pad grabs 
your attention with various colors of 
each side. Furnish your desk with a 
colorful memo pad. 
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PACKING ESSENTIALS LARGE 
26,000

PACKING ESSENTIALS ZIP
14,000

HAY’S Packing Essentials is a series 
of multi-purpose storage bags and 
pouches crafted in durable Tyvek. 
Available with drawstring or zip 
closure in a number of different 
colours and sizes.

SANDGLASS SMALL
26,000

Sandglass is one of the toys 
captivating our hearts during 
childhood. Hay’s small time hourglass 
features fine black sand that runs 
from the upper bulb to the lower one 
in 3 minutes. Don’t waste your time 
watching this lovely sandglass. Keep 
in mind how time flies!  

SANDGLASS MEDIUM
41,000

BE QUIET EARPLUGS 
6,000

BE QUIET, what a witty name! If you 
like to travel, have to sleep next to a 
heavy snorer or you just want some 
tranquility all by yourself, use HAY’s 
earplugs which come in assorted 
colors with marbled designs. You can 
enjoy the perfect calmness. 

HAY

HAY

PACKING ESSENTIALS MEDIUM
18,000

Made with Tyvek, this pouch is 
resistant to moisture and external 
friction. This item is available in three 
sizes to suit various applications. 
Soon you will find this pouch than 
your luggage before planning a trip. 

CLIP FOR 2 PEN 
14,000

The smartest way to carry your 
favorite pens and notebook with you 
at all times. Fix this pen clip holder on 
the cover of your notebook and put 
your favorite pens. Made in steel with 
a gold finish, this item make you look 
more stylish. 

TRAY LARGE GOLD 
41,000

When putting a pen, eraser, key, 
clip, earring and more in this gold 
tray, you can create a different 
atmosphere. Also, you no longer need 
to worry about losing a small things 
and can make an elegant change on 
your desk. Please use it as a table 
accessory.

CLIP SMALL BRASS
14,000 

Are you looking for more stylish clip? 
Made with stain-less still and being 
brass-colored, this clip is a perfect 
item for those with a sense of style. 
You can use this item for keeping 
receipts, cash, paper files and more. 

PHI SCISSORS 19cm SMALL 
53,000

Scissors from Hay are different and 
special. You can use it conveniently 
in the office or kitchen. You will see 
a pair of scissors can be an objective 
decorating your place.

CAP SLIM GOLD  
29,000

This might look the most common 
bottle opener. HAY’S Bottle opener 
is easy to use thanks to its user-
centered simple and elegant design. 
Coated in gold, this bottle opener 
turns a simple everyday task into a 
pleasure.

DELICATE SCISSORS
41,000

This Delicate Scissors is designed 
for those who need to cut things 
precisely or those who need more 
than an ordinary scissors. This item is 
also small in size and portable.

HAY

HAY
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COFFEE MUG EYES
36,000

Mug cups are something, we 
think, we always can’t get enough. 
Embracing creative ideas of 
Alexander Girard, Vitra’s coffee mugs 
casts a spell on you to forget all the 
mugs you bought before. This mug 
is available in two colors of blue and 
green. 

ELEPHANT PAD NERO 
51,000

We often pay less attention to the 
design of mouse pad. Vitra infuses 
its iconic image of elephant into this 
mouse pad. Elephant Pad Nero helps 
you work in even more stylish way. 

KEY RING ELEPHANT NERO  
41,000
 
For the Key Ring motif, Dutch 
designer Hella Jongerius took her 
inspiration from an emblematic image 
in the history of Vitra: the elephant. 
The Key Rings are made of high-
quality Vitra furniture leather with 
pleasant tactile qualities.

VITRA

BLACK MONTHLY MEASURE
60,000

Amazing perpetual calendar can be 
used as a ruler, as well! Place the star 
on the notched top border to show 
the day of the month and date and roll 
the star to change date. Leaving the 
function of the ruler aside, this item 
can help to add sophisticated air to 
your space.  

BANDIT RULER
7,000

What a funny ruler this is! Bandit 
Ruler might remind your childhood 
memories as this is an elastic band 
catapult to hit a target or just to 
launch a projectile. Never aim at the 
head of humans or animals.

L’ATELIER D’EXERCICES

MASKING TAPE EYE BLUE
8,000
 
What a useful masking tape this is! 
When packing gifts, putting photos 
and posters on the wall or doing 
decoration, you will see the true 
value of this item. This self-adhesive 
and easy-to-remove masking tape 
collection features Vitra’s exclusive 
colors and patterns. 

O-TIDY – GREY / WHITE 
58,000

O-Tidy Dark is made of sturdy plastic, 
providing a tray and cup functions 
at the same time. This versatile 
storage container features perfect 
streamlined shape. Grey / White

S-TIDY – GREY / WHITE
58,000

If your desk is covered with 
dozens of office supplies, S-TIDY 
helps containing pens, notebook, 
ruler, scissors and more at once. 
Aesthetically speaking, this snake-
shaped design itself completes the 
interior of your study. 

MASKING TAPE PALIO TRIANGLES
8,000

GREETING CARD MEDIUM EYE BLUE 
8,000

Sending or receiving a handwritten 
message makes us pleased all the 
time. The iconic blue eye of Vitra on 
the card gives us a strong urge to 
open this card. Prepare this greeting 
card to celebrate, make an apology 
or thank your special one, friends and 
family.   

MASKING TAPE LOVE HEART
8,000

VITRA

VITRA
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CANDLE HEAVY METAL ESSENCE
118,000

No candle can make a stronger 
impression than Candle Drill. This 
fragrant candle is designed, inspired 
by the respective iconic image of 
Toiletpaper. This item lights up and 
infuses your space with its special 
design and ‘Heavy Metal’ scent. 

CANDLE DIRTY ESSENCE
118,000

From the sensual red lip image to 
straightforward message on the 
teeth, Candle Shit is enough to 
mesmerize you. Interestingly, the 
title of this alluring candle’s scent is 
‘Dirty’. When this natural wax candle 
is finished, you can use the jar as a 
nice pencil holder.

CANDLE TROPICAL HAZE
118,000 

Candle Snake is one of Seletti’s 
tableware collections. Its patterns of 
colorful snakes and eccentric scent 
will brighten up your space. Seletti 
boasts that Candle Snake has a 
tropical haze scent, arousing curiosity 
about this candle.

MIRROR LIPSTICK 
65,000
 
Seletti and Toiletpaper team 
up to offer Mirror Lipstick you 
would unwittingly keep staring at. 
Measuring W 22.5cm X H 29.5cm, this 
contemporary mirror can be placed on 
the table or hung to the wall. 

FLOWERS MIRROR 
50,000

Be careful! The apricot and blue 
rose in the red vase might steal your 
hearts. Seletti and Toiletpaper get the 
decorative motif from images from the 
magazine Toiletpaper. Measuring W 
17.5cm X H 23cm, Flower Mirror can be 
placed on the table or hung to the wall. 

TOILET PAPER

TOILET PAPER

BITE SOAP
38,000 

As this soap seems to be cut off with 
one’s teeth, you will unwittingly give 
an exclamation of surprise. However, 
the real beauty of this soap is the 
unexpected scent, Sicilian citrus 
fragrance.

WONDERBALL - DINOSAUR
20,000
 
Look how cute &KLEVERING’s 
snowball series are. &KLEVERING 
showcases creative snowballs which 
can decorate your places for 365 
days splendidly. From the palm 
tree to dinosaur, &Klevering offer 
you interesting and unpredictable 
snowballs. 

WONDERBALL - POLAR BEAR
20,000

WONDERBALL - BAMBI
20,000

&KLEVERING

&KLEVERING

PARIS PIN ASSORTED
20,000

Paris is among the most beloved cities 
in the world. Pin collection is a perfect 
item to cherish the memories in Paris. 
Paris Pin Assorted is comprised of 6 
different pins such as Croissant, Wine, 
Baguette, Cancan, Car and Breton.

ASSORTED FLOWERS LARGE
15,000

If you are a flower-lover, this item will 
earn your heart. These flowers in the 
glass will calm your minds. As these 
flowers do not wilt, never hesitate to 
buy theses flowers. 
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10 MINUTES AROMA
LAVENDER
15,000

10 MINUTES AROMA
GERANIUM
15,000

10 MINUTES AROMA
LEMONGRASS   
15,000 

Hibi 10 Minutes Aroma helps soothe 
your mind. Comprised of 8 natural 
aroma sticks & the exclusive smoke 
mat, this item gives a fresh, grassy 
and subtle citrus scent with an earthy 
undertone. Benefits vary depending 
on the type of floral scents. Select 
and enjoy what you need. 

D-CLIP – DOG 
11,000

D-Clip animal series help bind and 
organize various daily documents 
from receipts to daily memo. One set 
is comprised of 30 pieces. D-clips are 
available in 4 animal shapes of dog, 
cat, duck and penguin. 

HIBI

MIDORI 

D-CLIP – DUCK
11,000

D-CLIP – PENGUIN
11,000

D-CLIP – CAT
11,000

MIDORI 

MINI MAGNET – CAT
11,000

Midori’s Mini Magnets can be used 
for multiple purposes at office and 
home. One pack is comprised of 
four magnets. These sophisticatedly 
designed magnets can fix thick or 
multiple sheets of paper at once. This 
item is available in dogs and cats.  

MINI MAGNET – DOG
11,000

400% CHESHIRE
168,000

For fans of not just streetwear, but 
the life, art, and culture surrounding 
it, Medicom Toy’s Bearbrick series is 
likely a familiar face. For any kid of 
the ‘80s or ‘90s, the collectible toys 
are effectively an adults answer to the 
days of purchasing toys as a child.

400% BEARBRICK MICKEY MOUSE 
168,000

400% BEARBRICK MINI MOUSE
168,000

BE@RBRICK
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100 PLACES
39,000

This interactive poster is a 
compilation of all these legendary 
places. Hang it, track your progress 
and keep it forever in tribute to the 
treasures of our planet. Get your 
suitcase ready and bon voyage!

DOIY

PARTY GLASSES – CRAZY 
13,000

Party is about to begin and you are 
not ready? No worries! DOIY’s party 
glasses will make all the eyes of the 
party on you. A set is comprises of 10 
paper glasses. Let’s make your party 
more colorful.

400% BEARBRICK BARTMAN
158,000

BE@RBRICK

400% + 100% BEARBRICK 
JACK SKELLINGTON
198,000

400% BEARBRICK
STAY PUFT MARSHMALLOW MAN
158,000

400% BEARBRICK KINNIKUMAN
158,000

BE@RBRICK PREISER

PEOPLE IN SWIM SUIT
54,000

When we talk about exquisite 
handiwork, Germany is among the 
first country to be mentioned.  A 
German figure producer Preiser 
showcase figures based on 1:87 
scales, meaning a 6’ tall person would 
be 72 inches. The precision of figures 
will give you goosebumps.

TRAVELERS WITH CARRIER BAGS 
48,000

PEOPLE IN THE BATHROOM
46,000

PREISER

HOTEL STAFF CARRYING BAGS
58,000

STANDING, WAITING PASSENGERS 
45,000

WALKING PASSENGERS
36,000
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SIMPLE USE FILM CAMERA – 
COLOR
36,000

You will be surprised by versatility 
and the richness of the images. This 
item is user-friendly and is equipped 
with automatic electronic flash. 
Thanks to the slot on the back, you 
can insert and change film. 

SIMPLE USE FILM CAMERA – 
BLACK&WHITE
36,000

INSTANT AUTOMAT PLAYA JARDIN 
317,000

Instant Automat Playa Jardin is not a 
common instant camera. Its lens cap 
can be use as remote control and LED 
counter feature helps you check how 
many shots left. Since lens kit such as 
compatible close-up and fisheye lens 
is included, this camera is versatile. 
This item is available both in black 
and white.

LOMOGRAPHY

LUGGAGE LABEL STICKER
22,000

This Luggage Label Sticker helps you 
show off where you’ve been or will 
be during your vacation or holiday. 
19 pieces of stickers are wrapped 
individually, which makes this item 
low maintenance. Put 16 luggage 
stickers after your travel, which will 
bring back your memories of the 
destinations.

SCRATCH MAP
25,000

Remove the gold foil layer to reveal 
the real color of this map. There is 
space behind this map to leave a 
memo on how to reach a certain 
destination and which routes to 
choose. Make your own map by 
removing the gold upper layer of this 
map.

LUCKIES

PARIS EIFFEL TOWER 
19,000

PARIS
16,000

Creating handcrafts is one of the 
best ways to keep inner peace while 
getting rid of unwanted thoughts. 
Hacomo’s Pusupusu series models 
representative buildings around the 
world. Create your own world by 
following instructions. 

PARIS ARC DE TRIOMPHE
19,000

LONDON
16,000

HACOMO

HACOMO

NEW YORK
16,000

ROMA
16,000
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SPOT-GONE STICK 
6,000
 
There have been times when you 
have been struggling with sudden 
stains on your clothes. Water-soak 
the contaminated area and rub it 
with this stick soap. After 5 minutes 
of hand-wash, the dirt will be gone. 
The refreshing natural lemon scent 
is a bonus. 

OVIS

GARMENT GROOM STAIN 
REMOVER&FABRIC FRESHENER 
21,000
 
This spray is a stain removal and 
refresher from Australian naturalist 
brand Murchison-Hume. You can 
manage and remove stains on your 
cloths, enjoying dry-cleaning-like 
effect. Plus, you can deodorize your 
clothes before washing them. 

BEFORE–YOU–GO TOILET SPRAY
ORIGINAL CITRUS
17,000

Before-You-Go Toilet Spray will make 
your bathroom experience more 
aromatic and elegant. Before you sit 
in the toilet, shake it lightly and spray 
it into the toilet 3 ~ 5 times. Only 
the elegant fragrance of Pourri will 
remain.

BEFORE–YOU–GO TOILET SPRAY 
LAVENDER VANILLA
17,000

MURCHISON–HUMEPOO-POURRI

NAIL CLIPPER 
21,000

KIYA with a history of more than 220 
years of Cutlery production produces 
distinguishable clippers. The sharp 
blade makes it easy to trim your nail 
precisely. Made of carbon steel, 
KIYA’s nail clipper is sturdier than 
clippers made of stainless-steel. The 
simple design completes this item. 

KIYA

FABRIC FRESH CLASSIC 60ML 
15,000

Blended with sweet musk, 
sandalwood and a touch of citrus, 
Fabric Fresh Classic is the signature 
item of The Laundress, adding 
elegant and graceful fragrance to 
your space. It’s ideal for deodorizing 
outerwear, car interiors, sneakers, 
and luggage.

FABRIC FRESH CLASSIC 250ML  
31,000

Blended with sweet musk, 
sandalwood and a touch of citrus, 
Fabric Fresh Classic is the signature 
item of The Laundress, adding 
elegant and graceful fragrance to 
your space. It’s ideal for deodorizing 
outerwear, car interiors, sneakers, 
and luggage.

SPORT SPRAY 125ML
18,000

Sport Spray helps you smell fresh 
even after intense work-out. This item 
is ideal for sneakers, yoga mats, and 
other sports gear. This nontoxic spray 
not only masks odor also removes the 
source of the odor.

SWEATER STONE 
36,000

What a praiseworthy product! 
Sweater Stone is designed to easily 
remove unsightly pills of delicate 
knit items, heavier-knit sweaters and 
blankets. Gently use in one direction 
to remove lint and rejuvenate yarns.

SEOUL FABRIC FRESH 250ML 
31,000

Lindsey Boyd, the co-founder of The 
Laundress, created Seoul Fabric 
Fresh inspired by the beauty of 
Korean women and the city of Seoul 
when she visited Korea in 2014. Based 
on notes of Rose, Basil and Jasmine, 
Seoul Fabric Fresh offers you the 
most pure fragrance. 

THE LAUNDRESS

THE LAUNDRESS
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EAU DE PARFUM 50ML
LA ROSE POESIE 
80,000

La Rose Poesie a bouquet of the red 
roses bottled by L’Escape, rekindles 
your romance. Fragrance created by 
Aliénor Massenet.

FACE TOWEL
13,000

Indulge the skin in a feeling of 
glamour and luxury with this face and 
body towel that is comfortingly thick, 
absorbent and long-lasting. Crafted 
from pure, ultra-soft cotton, this 
absorbent towel creates combinations 
of tones and textures. Refresh your 
bathroom scheme with L’Escape’s 
premier towel collection.

ROOM FRAGRANCE 50ML
LA ROSE POESIE  
60,000

BODY TOWEL
23,000

SCENTED CANDLE 180G
LA ROSE POESIE 
80,000

L’ESCAPE L’ESCAPE 

L’ESCAPE 

L’ESCAPE RUBIK’S CUBE LIMITED 
EDITION
20,000

Are you looking for a fresh challenge, 
something fun or a novelty gift? 
L’Escape Limited Edition Rubik’s 
Cube is here! Working out how to 
solve Rubik’s cube is fun… and a bit 
frustrating too!

L’ESCAPE JENGA LIMITED EDITION
95,000

It is the classic block-stacking, 
stack-crashing game of JENGA with 
L’Escape! Stack the wooden blocks in 
a sturdy tower, then take turns pulling 
out blocks one by one until the whole 
stack crashes down. Is your hand 
steady enough to pull out the last 
block before the tower collapses? If it 
is, you’ll win at JENGA!

BATHROBE
76,000

Recreate the calming ambience and 
comfort of your favourite spa at home 
with this understated yet sumptuous 
large white bathrobe by L’Escape. 
Whether you’re fresh from the shower 
or late morning lazing, this ultra-plush 
robe will keep you snugly and warm in 
supreme style. 
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PET CATEGORY

Wild Wash
Alien Flex
Ware of the Dog
Acme

PRO SHAMPOO FOR LIGHT 
COLOURED COATS
38,000 

Shinny coat make your pet looking 
even more fabulous. Chamomile, 
Lemon and Lime naturally lighten and 
remove dull and yellow tones and add 
luminosity. Help your pets find the 
bright color of their coat.  

DOG SHAMPOO FOR SENSITIVE 
COATS 
38,000
 
As a simple, mild and fragrance 
free product, Dog Shampoo for 
Sensitive Coats can provide a joyful 
bathing time to dogs and also cats 
with sensitive skin type. Aloe Vera 
and Evening Primrose oil combine to 
gently cleanse, soften, rehydrate and 
protect their hair.

WILD WASH

WILD WASH

DOG SHAMPOO FOR ITCHY OR DRY 
COATS 
38,000

Itchy skin and dry coat is one of 
the issues many pet owners are 
concerned about. Healthy ingredients 
such as Manuka, Lavender and 
Aloe Vera reduce redness and 
inflammation and relieve itching. This 
item also heals sore skin and insect 
bites. 

PET CONDITIONING SHAMPOO 
28,000
 
It is designed to help replace moisture 
to the skin and coat. Our blend of 
natural ingredients will help flaky, dry 
and itchy skin and the coat will be left 
soft and silky.

PET PUPPY LOVE SHAMPOO
28,000

Every puppy needs its first bath 
and our natural WildWash Puppy 
Love Shampoo will make it a lovely 
experience for both dog and owner. 
This shampoo is gentle and mild and 
scented with 100% essential oils it 
smells beautiful.

PET SENIOR SHAMPOO
28,000

An ageing pet may have lots of 
issues that a perfectly formulated 
pet shampoo can help. Specifically 
older pets can suffer from excess 
odour, dry skin, loss of coat shine 
and thinning hair. The combination 
of natural ingredients chosen for 
this shampoo, are designed to help 
combat all these problems.
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FRAGRANCE NUMBER 1 SHAMPOO  
38,000

Having emollient properties such 
as Ylang Ylang oil, this item ensures 
healthy growth, good texture, 
hydration and shine. While good 
for all kinds of breeds, this item is 
especially recommended for small 
dogs spending long time outside or 
dogs in need of hair treatment.

FRAGRANCE NUMBER 3 SHAMPOO 
38,000
 
Bathing pets is tough as some pets 
jump and run during bath and others 
have a skin reacting sensitively to 
some ingredients of pet products. 
Containing extracts of Coriander 
and Sweet Orange, this item helps 
protecting sensitive skin and sooth 
inflammation.  

WILD WASH

FRAGRANCE NUMBER 2 SHAMPOO 
38,000

If your four legs friends are suffering 
from dandruff, it is high time for you 
to use Number 2 Shampoo for Beauty 
and Shine. Grapefruit, Bergamot 
and Ginger will maintain their scalp 
healthy and dandruff-free. Select the 
best for your loved companion pets. 

WILD WASH

DOG SHAMPOO FOR DEEP 
CLEANING AND DEODORIZING 
38,000

Summer is a season your pets can 
smell musty. For pets spending a 
long time outside and smell bad, 
Wild Wash presents Dog Shampoo 
for Deep Cleaning and Deodorizing. 
Peppermint, Rosemary and 
Lemongrass help deodorizing and 
neutralizing toxins and bacteria. 

PRO CONDITIONER 
38,000

Dog Conditioner helps your dog look 
even more neat and nice. Natural 
ingredients such as Shea Butter, 
Coconut and Rose Oil help hydrating 
hair and skin, reducing loss of protein 
and regaining hair’s natural moisture 
and elasticity. 

MINI GRO
12,000

The only word Mini Gro can say is his 
name. Gro is notorious for his grumpy 
characteristic. Plus, he doesn’t even 
like the existence of Alien Flex. 
Gro is not a big fan of jokes, taking 
everything serious. However, he 
wants to become a good pal of your 
pet.   

MINI GHIM
12,000 

Alien Flex introduces Mini Ghim born 
in green grass of Zion. Despite having 
one eye, he can sees in 7 different 
dimensions. Ghim enjoys peace and 
tranquility and loves fluffy grass. 

MINI HARRY
12,000
 
As having come from Articus, the 
coldest planet in the universe, Mini 
Harry can swallow 8 scoops of ice 
cream all at once. While he never 
stops speaking, no one understands 
him. Be a friend and listener to him. 

MINI STIXX
12,000

Mini Stixx is from the barren desert 
planet. Stixx lives on cactus and loves 
rolling over and over. While his sole 
interest is cactus, Stixx is ready to be 
a good friend of your pet. 

ALIEN FLEX

ALIEN FLEX WARE OF THE DOG

LION 
35,000
 
Inspired by “Beware of the Dog” 
sign you can easily spot on the 
street of New York, Ware of the Dog 
showcases hilarious pet products. 
Featuring warm colors and cute 
designs, toy collection is made with 
100% organic cotton.

FLAMINGO
35,000
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WARE OF THE DOG

HOT DOG
35,000

ZEBRA
35,000

HAMBURGER
35,000

PAIR OF DICE
35,000

PIZZA
35,000

WARE OF THE DOG ACME

THUNDER WHISTLE
13,000 

This is not just a common whistle you 
can find easily. ACME whistle is the 
original model recognized by RAF, 
USAAF and cabin crew of airlines. 
This item is good for self-defense 
and for the time playing with your 
companion pets.  
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BEAUTY CATEGORY

Nails Inc
Lipstick Queen
Grown Alchemist
Alqvimia

CHAMPAGNE SHINE NAIL POLISH 
29,000
 
It’s always party season with this 
dazzling nail polish.

FOILING IN LOVE NAIL POLISH
29,000

Get galaxy ready with this cosmic 
inspired metallic foil polish.

NAILS INC

NAILS INC

FASHION FIX 
29,000

Swatched from the trending looks of 
the moment, this collection is your 
complete fashion fix.

SELF–MADE MERMAID NAIL 
POLISH 
29,000

Become a self made mermaid in just 
one coat.

NAILKALE SUPERFOOD BASE COAT
29,000

NailKale Superfood Base Coat is 
an antioxidant, five-benefit base 
coat infused with kale extract to 
strengthen nails.

GEL EFFECT NAIL POLISH
29,000

Discover the bestselling Gel effect 
polish range formulated with 
revolutionary plasticiser technology 
for a flawless manicure at home. Gel 
effect polish glides on effortlessly and 
the extra wide brush ensures easy 
application. 
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VITAMIN E CUTICLE OIL PEN

The Vitamin E Cuticle Oil Pen 
hydrates and nourishes cuticles while 
encouraging healthy nail growth. 
Simply brush the oil onto the cuticles 
and massage in. This will help to 
hydrate dry, cracked cuticles whilst 
encouraging healthy nail growth. 

EXPRESS NAIL POLISH REMOVER 
POT WITH COLLAGEN 

A manicure must have to gently 
remove nail polish in seconds with no 
cotton wool.

NAILS INC

FROG PRINCE 
33,000

Frog Prince looks green. However, 
this lipstick unveils its true color of 
magical rosebud upon contact with 
your lips. It feels like you become 
the princess of ‘The Princess and the 
Frog’. 

LIPSTICK QUEEN

MORNING SUNSHINE  
39,000

No worries! Morning Sunshine won’t 
make your lips yellow. Shortly after 
touching your lips, the yellow color 
will be changed to peach coral. Like 
a shining sun, this lipstick will light up 
your face.   

FROG PRINCE BLUSH
33,000

It must be hard to imagine applying 
green blush to your checks. However, 
Frog Prince Blush is a magical 
product whose green color turns 
natural pink shortly after touching 
your skin. Use your fingers or brushes 
to gently apply this item. Overtime, 
you can experience the color-
changing-magic. 

HYDRA–RESTORE CREAM 
CLEANSER 
48,000
 
Hydra-Restore Cream Cleanser is 
a gentle and soft cleanser. You can 
use this item to remove make-up or 
cleanse and condition facial skin. 
Massage gently onto facial skin 
morning and night while avoiding 
eye contact and rinse off with warm 
water, leaving your facial skin looking 
soothed.

DEEP CLEANSING MASQUE
39,000

The main ingredients are extracts of 
Cranberry Seeds and Gingko. Apply 
a generous amount to face and neck, 
avoiding the eye area and keep it on 
your face for about 15 minutes. Rinse 
off with warm water. You will find 
reduced sebum level and brighter and 
refreshed facial skin. 

ANTI-OXIDENT FACIAL OIL 
67,000

Antioxidant Facial Oil helps maintain 
your facial skin refreshed every day. 
After basic facial treatment such as 
toner and lotion application, massage 
two to three drops of this oil gently 
into your face, neck and décolletage 
morning and evening. 

GROWN ALCHEMIST

GROWN ALCHEMIST

HYDRA MIST 30ML 
30,000

For many reasons, our skin goes dry 
during travel. Grown Alchemist’s 
Hydra-Mist is good at providing 
intensive hydration and calming 
your skin. Ingredients such as Potent 
Peptides, Hyaluronic Acid and 
Antioxidants boost skin radiance 
noticeably and smooth your skin. 

HYDRA REPAIR DAY CREAM 65ML 
48,000

Hydra-Repair Day Cream provides 
intensive hydration treatment. 
Extracts from Rose Seeds and 
Chamomile even skin tone. Plus, Aloe 
Vera hydrates and nourishes skin all 
day. Apply gently day and night on 
your face, neck and décolletage. 

MATTE BALANCING MOISTURIZER 
60ML
73,000

Looking for lightweight moisturizer? 
As Matte Balancing Moisturizer has 
non-greasy texture, you can apply 
this item for multiple times. This 
moisturizer helps maintain your skin 
balanced with matte finish. 
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GROWN ALCHEMIST

HAND CREAM 65ML
26,000 

Grown Alchemist, an Australian 
organic skincare brand, presents this 
hand cream for those suffering from 
dry and undernourished hands. This 
item features non-greasy formulation 
and botanical ingredients, softening 
and hydrating dry hands and cuticles. 

GROWN ALCHEMIST

INTENSIVE HAND CREAM 65ML 
30,000

As its name implies, Intensive Hand 
Cream is a highly intensive hydrating 
hand cream. As absorbing this 
hydrating cream in a blink of an eye, 
your skin will become more balanced. 
You can also use this hand cream as a 
body cream. 

LIP BALM
23,000

Dry and cracked lips are the last 
thing you want to show your special 
person. Active ingredients such as 
antioxidant and vitamin help your lips 
hydrated, soft and shiny all the time.   

BODY CLEANSING SOAP  200G
30,000

Body skin care is as much important 
as facial skin care. Grown Alchemist 
Body Cleansing Bar is a luxurious 
body soap bar, containing extracts of 
Geranium Leaf and Bergamot. Make a 
rich lather and gently massage it onto 
wet skin, eliminating dead skin cells 
and relieving stress. 

BRIGHTENING SERUM 
94,000

The rich Vitamin C of this Brightening 
Serum will noticeably lighten and 
whiten your facial skin. This item 
leaves your skin clear and radiant, 
boosting your skin confidence, too. 

ANTI-CELLULITE BODY OIL 
110,000
 
If you want to reduce cellulite on 
the thighs, buttocks, and abdomen, 
use Alqvimia’s Anti-Cellulite Body 
Oil. This oil will even your skin tone 
of area you care about and supply 
nutrition.

PERFECT HANDS
60,000

Hand cream could be different, when 
Alqvimia makes it. This naturalist 
brand showcases hand cream 
containning100% natural essential 
oils and botanical extracts to provide 
moisture and gentleness to the skin.

ALQVIMIA

ALQVIMIA

QUEEN OF EGYPT BODY OIL
105,000 

Queen of Egypt Body Oil is body 
oil derived from the cream used 
by ancient Egyptian queens. The 
combination of Myrrh base and 
incense oleoresins softens your skin. 
When applying this item to your 
body, you will be mistaken for being a 
queen because of the fragrant aroma.

BODY SCULPTOR BODY OIL 
105,000

Alqvimia is a brand famous for its 
nature-friendly products based 
on traditional alchemy techniques 
of ancient alchemists. Combining 
with Fennel, Grapefruit and Lemon 
extracts help your body circulation. 
Massage using this oil on a regular 
basis, giving your skin elasticity and 
smooth your body line.

ANTI-STRESS BODY OIL
100,000

How good it would be if we can easily 
manage our stress every day. Anti-
Stress Body Oil will help you reduce 
your stress. With a blend of essential 
oils such as Orange, Grapefruit, 
Lavender and Almond oil, Anti-Stress 
Body Oil helps relieve tension in your 
mind and body.
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L’ESCAPE HOTEL

Address 
L’Escape Hotel
Toegye-ro 67, Jung-gu, Seoul

Telephone 
+82 2 317 4000

Website
www.lescapehotel.com

Instagram
@lescape_hotel




